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Abstract
Solving large scale convex semidefinite programming (SDP) problems has long been a chal-
lenging task numerically. Fortunately, several powerful solvers including SDPNAL, SDPNAL+
and QSDPNAL have recently been developed to solve linear and convex quadratic SDP problems
to high accuracy successfully. These solvers are based on the augmented Lagrangian method
(ALM) applied to the dual problems with the subproblems being solved by semismooth Newton-
CG methods. Noticeably, thanks to Rockafellar’s general theory on the proximal point algorithms,
the primal iteration sequence generated by the ALM enjoys an asymptotic Q-superlinear conver-
gence rate under a second order sufficient condition for the primal problem. This second order
sufficient condition implies that the primal problem has a unique solution, which can be restrictive
in many applications. For gaining more insightful interpretations on the high efficiency of these
solvers, in this paper we conduct an asymptotic superlinear convergence analysis of the ALM for
convex SDP when the primal problem has multiple solutions (can be unbounded). Under a fairly
mild second order growth condition, we prove that the primal iteration sequence generated by the
ALM converges asymptotically Q-superlinearly, while the dual feasibility and the dual objective
function value converge asymptotically R-superlinearly. Moreover, by studying the metric sub-
regularity of the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker solution mapping, we also provide sufficient conditions to
guarantee the asymptotic R-superlinear convergence of the dual iterate.
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1
1 Introduction
Let Sn be the space of nˆn real symmetric matrices equipped with the standard trace inner product
x¨, ¨y and its induced Frobenius norm } ¨ }. We use Sn` to denote the cone of nˆn symmetric positive
semidefinite matrices in Sn. We write X ľ 0 if X P Sn` and X ą 0 if X is symmetric positive definite.
Semidefinite programming (SDP) is an extremely important and active research area in modern
optimization. Among various SDP models, the most fundamental one is the following standard
primal linear SDP:
min
"
xC,Xy | AX “ b, X P Sn`
*
, (1)
where A : Sn Ñ Rm is a linear map, C P Sn and b P Rm are given data. The dual of (1) is given by
max
"
xb, yy | A˚y ` S “ C, S P Sn`
*
, (2)
where A˚ : Rm Ñ Sn is the adjoint map of A.
The problem (1) arises frequently from the SDP relaxations of numerous NP-hard combinato-
rial optimization problems, such as frequency assignment problems [12], maximum stable set prob-
lems [14], quadratic assignment and binary integer quadratic problems [22], etc. As a consequence,
much effort has been put into designing algorithms for solving large scale semidefinite programming
(SDP) efficiently. It is widely recognized that interior point methods (IPMs) such as those imple-
mented in [35, 39, 41] are highly successful in solving small and medium sized SDPs; see [38] for a
nice survey on this topic. However, IPMs are generally inefficient for solving large scale SDPs due
to their inherent poor computational scalability and expensive memory requirement. To overcome
these drawbacks, various attempts on using first order methods to solve special classes of large SDPs
have been made in recent years. These include the boundary point method [25], a directly extended
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [42], a two-easy-block-decomposition hybrid
proximal extragradient method [28], and a convergent multi-block ADMM` [37]. While the first
order methods just mentioned are reasonably efficient in solving some large scale SDPs, they may
become inefficient when higher accuracy solutions are required and more seriously, they can fail badly
when solving more difficult problems as demonstrated in [43].
In contrast, the solver SDPNAL [44] developed by Zhao, Sun and Toh, which made use of second-
order information, is much more efficient in solving large SDPs to high accuracy. This powerful solver,
designed for large scale linear SDP problems of the form (1), is based on an augmented Lagrangian
method (ALM) applied to the dual problem (2) wherein the subproblems are approximately solved
by the semismooth Newton-CG method. Extensive numerical experiments have shown that it is
highly efficient for solving large scale SDPs with non-degenerate primal optimal solutions.
A more complicated linear SDP problem is the following so-called doubly nonnegative SDP:
min
"
xC,Xy | AX “ b, X P Sn`, X ě 0
*
. (3)
Even though it can be reformulated as a standard SDP by introducing additional constraints X 1 “ X
and X 1 ě 0, the reformulated problem is usually degenerate and thus SDPNAL may fail to solve
it efficiently. To overcome this difficulty, an enhanced version of SDPNAL, called SDPNAL+, was
developed by Yang, Sun and Toh [43] recently. With a majorized semismooth Newton-CG method
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for solving the inner subproblems in the ALM, the new solver can successfully compute solutions of
high accuracy for large scale doubly nonnegative SDPs.
The dual based ALM coupled with a semismooth Newton-CG algorithm has also been extended
to other classes of SDP problems. Jiang, Sun and Toh [18] have employed this approach to solve the
least squares SDP problem:
min
"
1
2
}FX ´ d}2 ` xC,Xy | AX “ b, X P Sn`
*
, (4)
where F : Sn Ñ Rm1 is a linear map and d P Rm1 is a given vector. Most recently, this idea is
adopted by Li, Sun and Toh [21] for developing the solver QSDPNAL to deal with the following
convex quadratic SDP (QSDP) with a given self-adjoint positive semidefinite operator P : Sn Ñ Sn:
min
"
1
2
xX,PXy ` xC,Xy | AX “ b, X P Sn`
*
. (5)
It is well known that the ALM applied to the dual problem is equivalent to a proximal point
algorithm (PPA) applied to its primal form [33]. So for all of the ALM based solvers mentioned above
for solving SDP problems, the primal iteration is proven to converge asymptotically superlinearly
to an optimal solution under a second order sufficient condition via [33, Proposition 3 and Theorem
2]. However, this second order sufficient condition can be restrictive because it fails to hold when
the primal SDP problem has multiple solutions. For better understanding of the ALM for solving
SDPs, in this paper we aim to remove this restriction by conducting extensive analysis on both the
second order variational properties of the positive semidefinite cone and the metric subregularity of
the solution mappings of linearly constrained convex SDPs. In particular, assuming that the problem
admits a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) point with a partial strict complementarity property, we prove
that the sequence tXku generated by the ALM converges asymptotically Q-superlinearly, while the
dual feasibility and the dual objective function value converge asymptotically R-superlinearly. We
also study sufficient conditions for ensuring the metric subregularity of the KKT solution mapping,
which is shown to guarantee the asymptotic R-superlinear convergence of the dual iteration sequence.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce
some definitions and preliminary results on variational analysis and maximal monotone operators.
In Section 3, we conduct extensive studies on sufficient conditions for the metric subregularity of
the solution mappings of linearly constrained convex SDPs. Section 4 is devoted to the asymptotic
superlinear convergence analysis of the ALM for solving SDP problems. Under the existence of a
strictly feasible solution, we also design new easy-to-implement stopping criteria for the ALM in this
section. We conclude our paper and make some comments in the final section.
Below we list other symbols and notation to be used in our paper.
• Let Rmˆn be the linear space of mˆn real matrices equipped with the inner product xX,Y y “
trpXTY q for any X,Y P Rmˆn. Here trp¨q denotes the trace, i.e., the sum of all the diagonal
entries, of a square matrix. Let On be the set of n ˆ n orthogonal matrices. We also use 0n
and In to denote the n ˆ n zero matrix and identity matrix, respectively. For any X P Sn,
λmaxpXq and λminpXq represent the largest and the smallest eigenvalues of X, respectively.
• We use X, Y, Z and W to denote some finite dimensional real Euclidean spaces. For any convex
function p : X Ñ p´8,`8s, we denote its effective domain as domppq :“ tx P X | ppxq ă 8u
and its conjugate as p˚puq :“ supxPXtxx, uy´ ppxqu, u P X. For any x P X and ρ ą 0, we define
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BXpx, ρq :“ ty P X | }y ´ x} ď ρu. For any linear map A : X Ñ Y, we use RangepAq to denote
the range space of A.
• Let α Ď t1, ...,mu and β Ď t1, ..., nu be two index sets. For any Z P Rmˆn, we write Zαβ to
be the |α| ˆ |β| sub-matrix of Z obtained by removing all the rows of Z not in α and all the
columns of Z not in β. Denote diagpxi | i P αq as the |α| ˆ |α| diagonal matrix whose i-th
diagonal entry is the i-th component of xα, i “ 1, . . . , |α|.
• Let D Ď X be a set. For any x P X, define distpx,Dq :“ infdPD }x´ d}. We let δDp¨q to be the
indicator function over D, i.e., δDpxq “ 0 if x P D, and δDpxq “ 8 if x R D.
• IfD Ď X is a convex set, we use ripDq to denote its relative interior. For a given closed convex set
D Ď X, the metric projection of x P X onto D is defined by ΠDpxq :“ argmint}x´ d} | d P Du.
For any x P D, we use TDpxq and NDpxq to denote the tangent and normal cone of D at x,
respectively as in standard convex analysis [31]. IfD is a closed convex cone, we useD˝ andD˚
to denote the polar ofD and the dual ofD, respectively, i.e., D˝ :“ tx P X | xx, dy ď 0, @ d P Du
and D˚ :“ ´D˝.
2 Preliminaries
Let F : X Ñ Y be a multi-valued mapping. The graph of the mapping F is defined as gphpF q :“
tpx, yq P X ˆ Y | y P F pxqu. The following definition of metric subregularity is taken from [10,
Section 3.8(3H)].
Definition 2.1. A multi-valued mapping F : XÑ Y is said to be metrically subregular at x¯ P X for
y¯ P Y with modulus κ ě 0 if px¯, y¯q P gphpF q and there exist neighborhoods U of x¯ and V of y¯ such
that
distpx, F´1py¯qq ď κdistpy¯, F pxq X Vq, @x P U , (6)
or equivalently, F is said to be metrically subregular at x¯ for y¯ with modulus κ ě 0 if there exists a
neighborhood U 1 of x¯ such that
distpx, F´1py¯qq ď κdistpy¯, F pxqq, @x P U 1. (7)
The next result, which provides a convenient way to check the metric subregularity of the sub-
differential of a proper closed convex function, is proven in [1, Theorem 3.3].
Proposition 2.1. Let H be a real Hilbert space endowed with the inner product x¨, ¨y and θ : H Ñ
p´8,`8s be a proper lower semicontinuous convex function. Let v¯, x¯ P H satisfy px¯, v¯q P gphpBpq.
Then Bθ is metrically subregular at x¯ for v¯ if and only if there exist a neighborhood U of x¯ and a
constant κ ą 0 such that
θpxq ě θpx¯q ` xv¯, x´ x¯y ` κdist2px, pBθq´1pv¯qq, @x P U . (8)
A multi-valued mapping F : X Ñ Y is said to be polyhedral if its graph is the union of finitely
many polyhedral convex sets. Below is a fundamental result from Robinson [30] on multi-valued
polyhedral mappings.
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Proposition 2.2. Let F : X Ñ Y be a multi-valued polyhedral mapping and px¯, y¯q P gphpF q. Then
F is locally upper Lipschitz continuous at x¯, i.e., there exist a constant κ ą 0 and a neighborhood U
of x¯ such that
F pxq Ď F px¯q ` κ}x´ x¯}BYp0, 1q, @x P U .
In our subsequent discussions, we also need the concept of bounded linear regularity of a collection
of closed convex sets, which can be found from, e.g., [3, Definition 5.6].
Definition 2.2. Let D1,D2, . . . ,Dm Ď X be closed convex sets for some positive integer m. Suppose
that D :“ D1XD2X . . .XDm is non-empty. The collection tD1,D2, . . . ,Dmu is said to be boundedly
linearly regular if for every bounded set B Ď X, there exists a constant κ ą 0 such that
distpx,Dq ď κmax tdistpx,D1q, . . . ,distpx,Dmqu , @x P B.
A sufficient condition to guarantee the property of bounded linear regularity is established in [4,
Corollary 3].
Proposition 2.3. Let D1,D2, . . . ,Dm Ď X be closed convex sets for some positive integer m. Sup-
pose that D1,D2, . . . ,Dr are polyhedral for some r P t0, 1, . . . ,mu. Then a sufficient condition for
tD1,D2, . . . ,Dmu to be boundedly linearly regular isč
i“1,2,...,r
Di X
č
i“r`1,...,m
ri pDiq ‰ H.
In the following, we shall present an equivalent result on the metric subregularity of maximal
monotone operators. Consider the inclusion problem:
0 P Γpxq ` T pxq, x P X,
where Γ : XÑ X is a continuous monotone operator and T : XÑ X is a maximal monotone operator.
Define the mapping R : XÑ X by
R :“ I ´ pI ` T q´1pI ´ Γq,
where I : XÑ X is the identity operator. Then one can see from [27] that
x P pΓ` T q´1p0q ðñ x P R´1p0q.
The following proposition is on the equivalence between the metric subregularity of R and Γ` T at
any x¯ P R´1p0q for the origin.
Proposition 2.4. Suppose that R´1p0q ‰ H. Let x¯ P R´1p0q. Consider the following two state-
ments:
(a) R is metrically subregular at x¯ for the origin with modulus κ1 ě 0 along with a neighborhood
BXpx¯, ρ1q, i.e.,
dist px,R´1p0qq ď κ1}Rpxq}, @x P BXpx¯, ρ1q; (9)
(b) Γ` T is metrically subregular at x¯ for the origin with modulus κ2 ě 0 along with a neighborhood
BXpx¯, ρ2q, i.e.,
distpx, pΓ` T q´1p0qq ď κ2 distp0, pΓ ` T qpxqq, @x P BXpx¯, ρ2q. (10)
Then, the inequality (9) implies the inequality (10) with ρ2 “ ρ1 and κ2 “ κ1. Conversely, if the
inequality (10) holds and there exists τ ě 0 such that Γ is Lipschitz continuous on BXpx¯, p1` τq´1ρ2q
with modulus τ , then the inequality (9) holds with ρ1 “ p1` τq´1ρ2 and κ1 “ 1` p1` τqκ2.
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Proof. In [8, Theorem 3.1], Dong proved the equivalence of parts (a) and (b), with BXpx¯, ρ1q in (9)
being replaced by tx P X | distpx,R´1p0qq ď ǫ1u for some ǫ1 ą 0 and BXpx¯, ρ2q in (10) being replaced
by tx P X | distpx, pΓ ` T q´1p0qq ď ǫ2u for some ǫ2 ą 0, respectively. The proof of Proposition 2.4
can be conducted in a similar way as in [8, Theorem 3.1]. For brevity, we omit the details here.
3 The metric subregularity of solution mappings
In this section, we shall discuss the metric subregularity of the solution mappings for solving linearly
constrained convex semidefinite programming with multiple solutions. These problems can be cast
into the following form:
min θpxq :“ hpFxq ` xc, xy ` ppxq
s.t. b´Ax P Q˝, (11)
where F : X Ñ W and A : X Ñ Y are given linear maps, Q Ď Y is a given convex polyhedral
cone, c P X and b P Y are given data, p : X Ñ p´8,`8s is a closed proper convex function,
h : W Ñ p8,`8s is continuously differentiable on domphq, which is assumed to be a non-empty
open convex set, and is also strictly convex on any convex subset of domphq. The dual of problem
(11) can be written, in its equivalent minimization form, as
min δQpyq ´ xb, yy ` h˚p´wq ` p˚p´sq
s.t. A˚y ` F˚w ` s “ c. (12)
For notational convenience, define Z :“ Y ˆ W ˆ X and for any py,w, sq P Y ˆ W ˆ X, write
z :“ py,w, sq.
The Lagrangian function l associated with problem (12) is given by
lpz, xq :“ δQpyq ´ xb, yy ` h˚p´wq ` p˚p´sq ` xx,A˚y `F˚w ` s´ cy, @ pz, xq P Zˆ X. (13)
Define the functions ψ and φ by
ψpzq :“ sup
xPX
lpz, xq, @ z P Z, φpxq :“ inf
zPZ
lpz, xq, @x P X. (14)
Moreover, we define the mapping Tl : Zˆ XÑ Zˆ X as
Tlpz, xq :“
 pu, vq P Zˆ X | pu,´vq P Blpz, xq(, @ pz, xq P Zˆ X (15)
and the mappings Tψ : ZÑ Z and Tφ : XÑ X as
Tψpzq :“ Bψpzq, @ z P Z, Tφpxq :“ ´Bφpxq, @x P X. (16)
Assume that problem (12) admits at least one optimal solution py¯, w¯, s¯q P Y ˆ W ˆ X. Let
Mψpz¯q Ď X denote the set of Lagrangian multipliers corresponding to z¯, i.e., x¯ PMψpz¯q if and only
if py¯, w¯, s¯, x¯q solves the following KKT system:#
0 P ´b`Ax`NQpyq, 0 P Fx´ Bh˚p´wq, 0 P x´ Bp˚p´sq,
0 “ c´ pA˚y ` F˚w ` sq, py,w, s, xq P Zˆ X. (17)
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It can be easily checked that if pz¯, x¯q “ py¯, w¯, s¯, x¯q P YˆWˆXˆX is a solution to the KKT system
(17), then px¯, y¯q solves the following KKT system:#
0 P c´A˚y ` F˚∇hpFxq ` Bppxq,
0 P Ax´ b`NQpyq,
px, yq P Xˆ Y; (18)
conversely, if px¯, y¯q P X ˆ Y solves (18), then for w¯ “ ´∇hpF x¯q and s¯ “ c ´ A˚y¯ ´ F˚w¯, pz¯, x¯q “
py¯, w¯, s¯, x¯q P YˆWˆ Xˆ X solves the KKT system (17). Let Mφpx¯q Ď Z be the set of Lagrangian
multipliers corresponding to x¯ PMψpz¯q.
3.1 The metric subregularity of Tφ
Assume that the KKT system (17) or (18) admits at least one solution. It is known from [31,
Theorem 30.4 and Corollary 30.5.1] that pz¯, x¯q P Z ˆ X solves the KKT system (17) if and only
if z¯ P Z solves problem (12) and x¯ P X solves problem (11). To further characterize T ´1φ p0q, we
need the following invariant property of Fx over x P T ´1φ p0q, whose proof readily follows from the
well-known existing techniques in the literature [26, 23, 40].
Lemma 3.1. The value Fx is invariant over x P T ´1φ p0q, i.e., for any x1, x2 P T ´1φ p0q, we have
Fx1 “ Fx2.
Take an arbitrary point x¯ P T ´1φ p0q and denote
ζ¯ :“ F x¯, η¯ :“ F˚∇hpζ¯q ` c, V :“ tx P X | Fx “ ζ¯u. (19)
We define two multi-valued mappings G1 : YÑ X and G2 : YÑ X by
G1pyq :“ pBpq´1pA˚y ´ η¯q, G2pyq :“ tx | 0 P Ax´ b`NQpyqu, @ y P Y. (20)
Then, from (11), (17), Lemma 3.1 and the arguments above Lemma 3.1, we immediately obtain the
following useful observation for the optimal solution set T ´1φ p0q.
Proposition 3.1. Assume that py¯, w¯, s¯, x¯q P Z ˆ X solves the KKT system (17). Then the optimal
solution set T ´1φ p0q to problem (11) can be characterized as
T ´1φ p0q “ tx P X | Fx “ ζ¯, 0 P η¯ ` Bppxq ´A˚y¯, 0 P Ax´ b`NQpy¯qu “ V X G1py¯q X G2py¯q.
To analyse the metric subregularity of Tφ, we will need the following assumption later.
Assumption 3.1. The following local growth conditions hold:
(i) For any w P domphq, there exist κ1 ą 0 and a neighborhood W ĎW of w such that
hpw1q ě hpwq ` x∇hpwq, w1 ´ wy ` κ1}w1 ´ w}2, @w1 PW.
(ii) For any px, vq P gphpBpq, there exist κ2 ą 0 and a neighborhood U Ď X of x such that
ppx1q ě ppxq ` xv, x1 ´ xy ` κ2 dist2px1, pBpq´1pvqq, @x1 P U .
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We say that for problem (11), the second order growth condition holds at an optimal solution
x¯ P T ´1φ p0q with respect to the set T ´1φ p0q if there exist κ ą 0 and a neighborhood U of x¯ such that
θpxq ě θpx¯q ` κdist2px,T ´1φ p0qq, @x P U X tx P X | b´Ax P Q˝u. (21)
Consider an arbitrarily fixed point x¯ P T ´1φ p0q. It can be seen from Proposition 2.1 that the operator
Tφ is metrically subregular at x¯ for the origin if and only if the second order growth condition (21)
holds at x¯ with respect to T ´1φ p0q. Thus, we can study the metric subregularity of Tφ at x¯ for the
origin via the second order growth condition (21). The following lemma is convenient for our later
discussions.
Lemma 3.2. Let x¯ P T ´1φ p0q and y¯ PMφpx¯q. Then there exist a constant κ ą 0 and a neighborhood
U of x¯ such that
distpx,G2py¯qq ď κ distpb´Ax,NQpy¯qq, @x P U .
Proof. Define the subspace Ξ1 Ď Xˆ Y and the polyhedral set Ξ2 Ď Xˆ Y by
Ξ1 “ tpx, qq P Xˆ Y | b´Ax “ qu, Ξ2 “ tpx, qq P Xˆ Y | q P NQpy¯qu.
Denote rG2 :“ Ξ1 X Ξ2, which is non-empty as px¯, b´Ax¯q P rG2. Since Ξ1 and Ξ2 are polyhedral sets,
we know from Proposition 2.3 that the collection tΞ1,Ξ2u is boundedly linearly regular. Therefore,
there exist a constant κ ą 0 and a neighborhood U of x¯ such that
distppx, b´Axq, rG2q ď κ`distppx, b´Axq,Ξ1q ` distppx, b´Axq,Ξ2q˘ “ κ distpb´Ax,NQpy¯qq.
Thus, by noting that there exists px1, w1q P rG2 such that
distppx, b´Axq, rG2q “a}x´ x1}2 ` }b´Ax´ w1}2 ě }x´ x1} ě distpx,G2py¯qq,
we prove the conclusion of Lemma 3.2.
The following result, which is partially motivated by the recent paper [45] and its further devel-
opment in [11] for convex composite optimization problems regularized by the nuclear norm function
of rectangular matrices, provides a general approach for proving the metric subregularity of Tφ as-
sociated with problem (11) where the constraint b´Ax P Q˝ is present.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that T ´1l p0q is non-empty. Suppose that Assumption 3.1 holds and that there
exists py¯, w¯, s¯q P T ´1ψ p0q such that the collection of three sets tV ,G1py¯q,G2py¯qu is boundedly linearly
regular. Then the second order growth condition (21) holds at any x¯ P T ´1φ p0q with respect to the
optimal solution set T ´1φ p0q for problem (11).
Proof. Let x¯ P T ´1φ p0q be an arbitrary but fixed point. From Assumption 3.1 (b), we know that
there exist κ1 ą 0 and a neighborhood U of x¯ such that
ppxq ě ppx¯q ` xA˚y¯ ´ η¯, x´ x¯y ` κ1dist2px, pBpq´1pA˚y¯ ´ η¯qq, @x P U . (22)
Note that pb ´ Ax¯, y¯q P gphpN´1Q q and NQp¨q is a multi-valued polyhedral function. Thus, we can
obtain from Proposition 2.2 that NQp¨q is locally upper Lipschitz continuous, which further implies
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the metric subregularity of N´1Q at b ´Ax¯ for y¯ by definition. Now by shrinking the neighborhood
U if necessary, we know that there exists a constant κ1
1
ą 0 such that
δQ˝pb´Axq ě δQ˝pb´Ax¯q ` xy¯, b´Ax´ pb´Ax¯qy ` κ11dist2pb´Ax,NQpy¯qq, @x P U . (23)
Moreover, the assumed bounded linear regularity of tV,G1py¯q,G2py¯qu and the result in Proposition
3.1 imply that there exist κ2 ą 0 and κ3 ą 0, such that for any x P U ,
dist2px,T ´1φ p0qq “ dist2
`
x,V X G1py¯q X G2py¯q
˘
ď κ2
`
dist2px,Vq ` dist2px,G1py¯qq ` dist2px,G2py¯qq
˘
ď κ3
`}Fx´ ζ¯}2 ` dist2px, pBpq´1pA˚y¯ ´ η¯qq ` dist2pb´Ax,NQpy¯qq˘, (24)
where in the last inequality, the first term comes from Hoffman’s error bound [16] and the third term
comes from Lemma 3.2. Then by Assumption 3.1 (b), shrinking U if necessary, we know that there
exists κ4 ą 0 such that for any x P U ,
hpFxq ě hpζ¯q ` x∇hpζ¯q,Fx´ ζ¯y ` κ4}Fx´ ζ¯}2. (25)
Summing up the inequalities (22), (23) and (25) and recalling that η¯ “ F˚∇hpF x¯q ` c in (19), we
know that for any x P U X tx P X | b´Ax P Q˝u,
θpxq “ θpxq ` δQ˝pb´Axq
ě θpx¯q ` xF˚∇hpζ¯q ` c´ η¯, x´ x¯y ` κ4}Fx´ ζ¯}2 ` κ1dist2px, pBpq´1pA˚y¯ ´ η¯qq
`κ1
1
dist2pb´Ax,NQpy¯qq
ě θpx¯q `mintκ1, κ11, κ4u
`}Fx´ ζ¯}2 ` dist2px, pBpq´1pA˚y¯ ´ η¯qq ` dist2pb´Ax,NQpy¯qq˘
“ θpx¯q ` κ´1
3
mintκ1, κ11, κ4udist2px,T ´1φ p0qq,
which shows that the second order growth condition (21) holds at x¯ with respect to T ´1φ p0q.
3.2 The metric subregularity of Tφ for SDP problems
In this subsection, we analyze the metric subregularity of Tφ associated with SDP problems where
in (11), X “ Sn and pp¨q “ δSn`p¨q. The corresponding primal and dual forms now can be written,
respectively, as
min hpFXq ` xC,Xy ` δSn`pXq
s.t. b´AX P Q˝ (26)
and
min δQpyq ´ xb, yy ` h˚p´wq ` δSn`pSq
s.t. A˚y ` F˚w ` S “ C. (27)
In the following, we shall provide sufficient conditions to ensure that assumptions made in Theorem
3.1 hold for the SDP problems.
Let X P Sn` and S P Sn` satisfy 0 P X ` BδSn`pSq, or equivalently, xX,Sy “ 0. Suppose that
Z :“ X ´S has its eigenvalues λ¯1 ě λ¯2 ě . . . ě λ¯n being arranged in a non-increasing order. Denote
α :“ ti | λ¯i ą 0, 1 ď i ď nu, β :“ ti | λ¯i “ 0, 1 ď i ď nu, γ :“ ti | λ¯i ă 0, 1 ď i ď nu. (28)
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Then there exists an orthogonal matrix P P On such that
Z “ P
¨˝
Λα
0
´Λγ
‚˛P T , X “ P
¨˝
Λα
0
0|γ|
‚˛P T , S “ P
¨˝
0|α|
0
Λγ
‚˛P T , (29)
where Λα “ diagpλ¯i | i P αq ą 0 and Λγ “ diagp|λ¯j | | j P γq ą 0. Denote P “ rP α P β P γs with
Pα P Rnˆ|α|, P β P Rnˆ|β| and P γ P Rnˆ|γ|. Then we have$’’’’’&’’’’’%
TSn`pXq “
 
H P Sn | rP β P γsTH rP β P γs ľ 0
(
,
TSn`pSq “
 
H P Sn | rP α P βsTH rPα P βs ľ 0
(
,
NSn`pXq “
!
H P Sn | rP β P γsTH rP β P γs ĺ 0, P TαHP “ 0
)
,
NSn`pSq “
!
H P Sn | rPα P βsTH rP α P βs ĺ 0, P TγHP “ 0
)
.
For the convenience of later discussions, we also denote the critical cone of Sn` at S associated with
X as
CSn`pS,Xq :“ TSn`pSq XX
K “ tH P Sn | P TαHrP α P βs “ 0, P TβHP β ľ 0u
and the critical cone of Sn` at X associated with S as
CSn`pX,Sq :“ TSn`pXq X S
K “ tH P Sn | rP β P γsTHP γ “ 0, P TβHP β ľ 0u.
By noting that BδSn`pSq “ NSn`pSq, we immediate obtain the following results.
Proposition 3.2. Let S P Sn` and 0 P X ` BδSn`pSq. Suppose that S and X have the eigenvalue
decompositions as in (29). Then it holds that:
(a) NSn`pSq is a polyhedral set if and only if |γ| ě n´ 1;
(b) 0 P X ` ri pNSn`pSqq if and only if |β| “ 0, i.e., rankpXq ` rankpSq “ n.
Next, we shall prove the metric subregularity of BδSn`p¨q and BδSn´p¨q, which is one of the key
components in our subsequent analysis1.
Proposition 3.3. Let S P Sn` and 0 P X ` BδSn`pSq. Then BδSn`p¨q is metrically subregular at X for
´S and BδSn´p¨q is metrically subregular at ´S for X.
Proof. In the following, we shall prove the metric subregularity of BδSn´p¨q at ´S for X and its
counterpart regarding BδSn` can be obtained similarly. Without loss of generality, let X and S have
the eigenvalue decompositions as in (29). According to Proposition 2.1, in order to prove the metric
subregularity of BδSn´p¨q at ´S for X, it suffices to show that there exist a constant κ ą 0 and a
neighborhood U of S such that for any S P Sn` X U ,
0 ě xX,´S ` Sy ` κdist2p´S, pBδSn´q´1pXqq “ xX,´S ` Sy ` κdist2p´S,NSn`pXqq. (30)
If |α| “ 0, then X “ 0 and the inequality (30) holds automatically for any κ ě 0 and any neigh-
borhood U of S. Thus, we only need to consider the case that |α| ­“ 0. Since the case that
1This result is part of the first author’s PhD thesis [6, Section 2.5.2].
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|γ| “ 0 can be proved similarly as in the case for |γ| ‰ 0, we only consider the latter case. Set
ρ :“ 1
2
mint1, |λ¯j | | j P γu ą 0. Let S P Sn` X BSnpS, ρq be arbitrarily chosen. We write rS “ P TSP
and decompose rS into the following form:
rS ”
¨˚
˝ rSαα rSαβ rSαγrSTαβ rSββ rSβγrSTαγ rSTβγ rSγγ
‹˛‚.
By the fact that S P Sn`, we can easily check that
ΠNSn
`
pXqp´Sq “ ´P
¨˚
˝ 0 0 00 rSββ rSβγ
0 rSTβγ rSγγ
‹˛‚P T .
Thus, we have
dist2p´S,NSn`pXqq“ } ´ S ´ΠNSn
`
pXqp´Sq}2 “ }rSαα}2 ` 2}rSαβ}2 ` 2}rSαγ}2. (31)
Next we proceed to estimate }rSαα}, }rSαβ} and }rSαγ}. By using the Bauer-Fike Theorem [2], one
obtains that for any i “ 1, . . . , |γ|,
distpλiprSγγq, t|λ¯j | | j P γuq ď }rSγγ ´ Λγ} “ }P Tγ SP γ ´ P Tγ S P γ} ď }S ´ S} ď ρ.
The above inequality further implies that 0 ă λiprSγγq ď |λ¯n| ` ρ ď |λ¯n| ` 12 for all i “ 1, . . . , |γ|.
Thus, rSγγ is positive definite and λmaxprSγγq ď |λ¯n| ` 12 . Note that }rSαα} ď ρ and }rSββ} ď ρ as
S P BSnpS, ρq.
From the fact that rSαα ´ rSαγ rS´1γγ rSTαγ ľ 0 (because rS P Sn`), we have
λ´1maxprSγγq rSαγ rSTαγ ĺ rSαγ rS´1γγ rSTαγ ĺ rSαα.
Hence
}rSαγ}2 “ trprSαγ rSTαγq ď trprSααq λmaxprSγγq ď |λ¯n| ` 12
λ¯|α|
xrSαα,Λαy. (32)
Moreover, we obtain from
˜ rSαα rSαβrSTαβ rSββ
¸
ľ 0 that
rS2ij ď rSii rSjj ď ρrSii ď 12 rSii ď 12λ¯|α| λ¯i rSii , @ i P α, j P β,
which implies that
}rSαβ}2 “ ÿ
iPα,jPβ
rS2ij ď |β|2λ¯|α| xrSαα,Λαy. (33)
Let κ :“ λ¯|α|
2|λ¯n| ` 3{2` |β|
ą 0. Then, in view of (31), (32), (33) and
}rSαα}2 ď ρ}rSαα} ď ρ trprSααq ď 1
2λ¯|α|
xrSαα,Λαy,
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we obtain that for any S P Sn` X BSnpS, ρq,
xX,´S ` Sy ` κdist2p´S,NSn`pXqq “ xΛα,´rSααy ` κ p}rSαα}2 ` 2}rSαβ}2 ` 2}rSαγ}2q
ď xΛα,´rSααy ` κ
˜
1
2λ¯|α|
` |β|
λ¯|α|
` 2|λ¯n| ` 1
λ¯|α|
¸
xrSαα,Λαy “ xΛα,´rSααy ` xrSαα,Λαy “ 0.
Therefore, the inequality (30) holds for any S P Sn` X BSnpS, ρq and the proof is completed.
Combining Theorem 3.1 and Propositions 3.2 and 3.3, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 3.1. Suppose that Assumption 3.1 (a) holds for problem (26). Then Tφ is metrically
subregular at any X P T ´1φ p0q for the origin under one of the following two conditions:
(i) there exists py¯, w¯, Sq PMφpXq such that rankpSq ě n´ 1;
(ii) there exist X P T ´1φ p0q and py¯, w¯, Sq PMφpXq such that rankpXq ` rankpSq “ n.
3.3 The metric subregularity of Tl for SDP problems
In this subsection, we focus on the metric subregularity of Tl at a KKT point for the origin associated
with the SDP problem (26) and its dual (27). Denote E :“ YˆWˆ Sn ˆ Sn. Consider a perturbed
point pu, V q P E with u :“ pu1, u2, Uq P Y ˆW ˆ Sn and V P Sn. Then py,w, S,Xq P T ´1l pu, V q if
and only if py,w, S,Xq P E solves the following perturbed KKT system:#
u1 P ´b`AX `NQpyq, u2 P FX ´ Bh˚p´wq, U P X `NSn`pSq,
V “ C ´ pA˚y ` F˚w ` Sq, py,w, S,Xq P E. (34)
We know from Corollary 3.1 that for problem (26), if there exists a KKT point satisfying the
partial strict complementarity condition as in (ii) of Corollary 3.1, then Tφ is metrically subregular
at any X P T ´1φ p0q for the origin. Naturally one may ask whether a corresponding result can be
extended to Tl under the same assumptions. The answer is unfortunately negative, as can be seen
from the following example.
Example 1. Consider the following SDP problem:
min
!
X22 ` δS2`pXq | 2X12 ´X22 “ 0
)
(35)
and its dual (in its equivalent minimization format):
min
!
δS2`
pSq | S11 “ 0, y ` S12 “ 0, ´y ` S22 “ 1
)
. (36)
It is easy to check that the sets of optimal solutions to (35) and (36) are given, respectively, by
T ´1φ p0q “
 
X P S2` | X11 ě 0, X22 “ 0
(
, T ´1ψ p0q “
 py, Sq P Rˆ S2` | y “ 0, S11 “ 0, S22 “ 1( .
In addition, for any py¯, S,Xq P T ´1l p0q “ T ´1ψ p0q ˆ T ´1φ p0q with X11 ą 0, it holds that rankpSq “ 1
and rankpXq ` rankpSq “ 2. Therefore, we know from Corollary 3.1 that Tφ is metrically subregular
at any X P T ´1φ p0q for the origin. However, Tl fails to be metrically subregular at py¯, S,X
1q P T ´1l p0q
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with X
1
11 “ 0. This can be seen as follows: for any ǫ ą 0, consider the perturbed points upǫq :“ˆ
0,
ˆ
ǫ ǫ
ǫ 2ǫ
˙˙
P Rˆ S2 and V pǫq :“
ˆ´ǫ 0
0 0
˙
P S2. Then one can show from (34) that
pypǫq, Spǫq,Xpǫqq :“
ˆ?
ǫ,
ˆ
ǫ ´?ǫ
´?ǫ 1`?ǫ
˙
,
ˆ
ǫ ǫ
ǫ 2ǫ
˙˙
P T ´1l pupǫq, V pǫqq.
Also one can readily verify that
}pupǫq, V pǫqq} “ 2?2ǫ, distpXpǫq,T ´1φ p0qq “
››››ˆ0 ǫǫ 2ǫ
˙›››› “ ?6ǫ,
distppypǫq, Spǫqq,T ´1ψ p0qq “
˜
p?ǫq2 `
››››ˆ ǫ ´?ǫ´?ǫ ?ǫ
˙››››2
¸1{2
ě 2?ǫ.
Thus, there cannot exist a constant κ ě 0 along with a neighborhood U of py¯, S,X 1q such that
distppy, S,Xq,T ´1l p0qq ď κ}pu, V q}, @ py, S,Xq P T ´1l pu, V q X U .
Example 1 shows that very different from the case for Tφ, the operator Tl may fail to be metrically
subregular at a KKT point for the origin under either condition (i) or condition (ii) in Corollary 3.1.
Therefore, additional conditions must be imposed in order to guarantee the metric subregularity of
Tl. For this purpose, we shall first introduce a second order sufficient condition for problem (27).
The following assumption on h˚ is made throughout this subsection.
Assumption 3.2. The function h˚ is continuously differentiable on domph˚q and its gradient is
directionally differentiable at every point in domph˚q.
Let py¯, w¯, S,Xq P T ´1l p0q. The critical cone of problem (27) at py¯, w¯, Sq is defined by
Cψpy¯, w¯, Sq :“
"
pdy, dw, dSq P YˆWˆ Sn | A˚dy `F˚dw ` dS “ 0, dy P TQpy¯q, dS P TSn`pSq,
x´b, dyy ` x∇h˚p´w¯q, dwy “ 0
*
.
For any given S P Sn, define the linear-quadratic function ΥS : Sn ˆ Sn Ñ R, which is linear in the
first argument and quadratic in the second argument, by
ΥSpΓ,Dq :“ 2xΓ,DS:Dy, @ pΓ,Dq P Sn ˆ Sn,
where S: is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of S. For problem (27), we say that the second order
sufficient condition holds at py¯, w¯, Sq with respect to the multiplier X PMψpy¯, w¯, Sq if
xdw, p∇h˚q1p´w¯; dwqy `ΥSpX, dSq ą 0, @ 0 ‰ pdy, dw, dSq P Cψpy¯, w¯, Sq. (37)
Here we only deal with the inequality (37) at a particular point X PMψpy¯, w¯, Sq instead of taking
“sup” over the set Mψpy¯, w¯, Sq of multipliers, where the latter one is adopted in [5, Theorem 3.86].
Thus, it is a more restrictive condition even if h is assumed to be twice continuously differentiable.
The primary motivation to employ the second order sufficient condition (37) for studying the
metric subregularity comes from the recent advances on the complete characterization of the metric
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subregularity of Tl for the convex QSDP problem, when the KKT solution point is assumed to be
unique [15]. Define the KKT mapping R : EÑ E associated with problem (27) as
Rpy,w, S,Xq :“
¨˚
˚˝˚ y ´ΠQpy ` b´AXqFX `∇h˚p´wq
S ´ΠSn`pS ´Xq
C ´ pA˚y `F˚w ` Sq
‹˛‹‹‚, @ py,w, S,Xq P E.
It has been shown in [15, Theorem 5.1] that for linear and least squares SDP problems, when
py¯, w¯, S,Xq P E is the unique solution to Rpy,w, S,Xq “ 0, then R is metrically subregular at
py¯, w¯, S,Xq for the origin if and only if both the primal and dual second order sufficient conditions
hold2. On the other hand, Proposition 2.4 says that the metric subregularity of R at py¯, w¯, S,Xq
for the origin is equivalent to the metric subregularity of Tl at py¯, w¯, S,Xq for the origin. Thus, we
consider the second order sufficient condition (37) for problem (27) when the solution set to problem
(26) is not a singleton.
We need two perturbation properties, one on the SDP cone and the other on the polyhedral
cone, before stating our main result on the metric subregularity of Tl.
Proposition 3.4. Let S P Sn` and 0 P X ` BδSn`pSq. Suppose that X and S have the eigenvalue
decompositions as in (29). Then for all pX,Sq P SnˆSn satisfying 0 P X`BδSn`pSq and is sufficiently
close to pX,Sq P Sn ˆ Sn, we have$’’’’’&’’’’’%
rXαα “ Λα `Op}∆X}q, rXαβ “ Op}∆X}q, rXαγ “ Opmint}∆X}, }∆S}uq,rXββ “ Op}∆X}q, rXβγ “ Op}∆X}}∆S}q, rXγγ “ Op}∆X}}∆S}q,rSαα “ Op}∆X}}∆S}q, rSαβ “ Op}∆X}}∆S}q, rSαγ “ Opmint}∆X}, }∆S}uq,rSββ “ Op}∆S}q, rSβγ “ Op}∆S}q, rSγγ “ Λγ `Op}∆S}q,
(38)
rSαγ ` Λ´1α rXαγΛγ “ Op}∆X}}∆S}q, (39)
x rXββ, rSββy “
#
Op}∆X}}∆S}qp}∆X} ` }∆S}q if |α| ą 0,
Op}∆X}}∆S}2q if |α| “ 0, (40)
where ∆X :“ X ´X, ∆S :“ S ´ S, rX :“ P TXP and rS :“ P TSP .
Proof. Let µ1 ą . . . ą µr ą 0 and 0 ă ν1 ă . . . ă νs be all the distinct eigenvalues of X and S,
respectively. Denote
αi :“ t k P α | λ¯k “ µiu, i “ 1, . . . , r, γj :“ t k P γ | λ¯k “ ´νju, j “ 1, . . . , s.
It is easy to see that for all ∆X and ∆S sufficiently small, there exists rP P On such that
rX “ rP
¨˝
Λα
Λβ
0|γ|
‚˛ rP T , rS “ rP
¨˝
0|α|
Λ1β
Λγ
‚˛ rP T ,
2In fact, this characterization of metric subregularity for Tl is also true for the convex QSDP problem even if its
least squares representation is not explicitly available computationally. For details, see [15].
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where Λα ą 0, Λβ ľ 0, Λ
1
β ľ 0, Λγ ą 0 and xΛβ ,Λ1βy “ 0. From [36, Lemma 4.12], for all ∆X and
∆S sufficiently small, there exist Θαi P O|αi|, i “ 1, . . . , r, Θ1 P O|β|`|γ|, Θγi P O|γi|, i “ 1, . . . , s and
Θ2 P O|α|`|β| such that
rP “ ˆΘα
Θ1
˙
`Op}∆X}q “
ˆ
Θ2
Θγ
˙
`Op}∆S}q, (41)
where Θα P O|α| and Θγ P O|γ| are block-diagonal orthogonal matrices given by
Θα :“
¨˚
˝Θα1 . . .
Θαr
‹˛‚, Θγ :“
¨˚
˝Θγ1 . . .
Θγs
‹˛‚.
Note that
ΘTαΛαΘα “ Λα, ΘTγΛγΘγ “ Λγ . (42)
By using (41) and the fact that for any N P R|β|ˆ|β|,
NNT “ I|β| `Op}∆X} ` }∆S}q ùñ D pN P O|β| such that pN “ N `Op}∆X} ` }∆S}q,
we further obtain from (43) that there exists Θβ P O|β| such that
rP “
¨˚
˚˝Θα `Op}∆X}q Op}∆X}q rPαγOp}∆X}q Θβ `Op}∆X} ` }∆S}q Op}∆S}qrPγα Op}∆S}q Θγ `Op}∆S}q
‹˛‹‚ (43)
with rPαγ “ Opmint}∆X}, }∆S}uq, rPγα “ Opmint}∆X}, }∆S}uq. (44)
It then follows from (43), (44) and the orthogonality of rP that for all ∆X and ∆S sufficiently small,
0 “ rPαα rP Tγα ` rPαβ rP Tγβ ` rPαγ rP Tγγ
“ pΘα `Op}∆X}qq rP Tγα `Op}∆X}}∆S}q ` rPαγpΘTγ `Op}∆S}qq
“ Θα rP Tγα ` rPαγΘTγ `Op}∆X}}∆S}q,
(45)
$’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
rP Tββ rPβα “ ´ rP Tαβ rPαα ´ rP Tγβ rPγα “ Op}∆S}}∆X}q `Op}∆X}q,
rP Tββ rPββ “ I|β| ´ rP Tαβ rPαβ ´ rP Tγβ rPγβ “
#
I|β| `Op}∆X}2 ` }∆S}2q if |α| ą 0,
I|β| `Op}∆S}2q if |α| “ 0,rP Tβγ rPβα “ Op}∆X}}∆S}q,
rP Tβγ rPββ “ ´ rP Tαγ rPαβ ´ rP Tγγ rPγβ “
#
Op}∆X}}∆S}q `Op}∆S}q if |α| ą 0,
Op}∆S}q if |α| “ 0.
(46)
By using (41)-(44), the definitions of rX and rS and the Bauer-Fike Theorem [2], we obtain that for
all ∆X and ∆S sufficiently small,$’’&’’%
rXαα “ Λα `Op}∆X}q, rXαβ “ Op}∆X}q,rXαγ “ ΛαΘα rP Tγα `Op}∆X}}∆S}q “ Opmint}∆X}, }∆S}uq,rXββ “ Op}∆X}q, rXβγ “ Op}∆X}}∆S}q, rXγγ “ Op}∆X}}∆S}q,
(47)
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$’’&’’%
rSαα “ Op}∆X}}∆S}q, rSαβ “ Op}∆X}}∆S}q,rSαγ “ rPαγΘTγΛγ `Op}∆X}}∆S}q “ Opmint}∆X}, }∆S}uq,rSββ “ Op}∆S}q, rSβγ “ Op}∆S}q, rSγγ “ Λγ `Op}∆S}q,
(48)
which show that (38) holds.
Next, we shall prove (39) and (40). In view of (45), (47) and (48), we know that for all ∆X and
∆S sufficiently small,
rSαγ “ rPαγΘTγΛγ `Op}∆X}}∆S}q “ ´Θα rP TγαΛγ `Op}∆X}}∆S}q “ ´Λ´1α rXαγΛγ `Op}∆X}}∆S}q.
Finally, we conclude from Λβ “ Op}∆X}q, Λ1β “ Op}∆S}q, xΛβ,Λ1βy “ 0 and (46) that for all ∆X
and ∆S sufficiently small and |α| ą 0,
x rXββ , rSββy “ x rPβαΛα rP Tβα ` rPββΛβ rP Tββ, rPββΛ1β rP Tββ ` rPβγΛγ rP Tβγy
“ x rP Tββ rPβαΛα, Λ1β rP Tββ rPβαy ` x rP Tββ rPββΛβ , Λ1β rP Tββ rPββy ` x rP Tβγ rPβαΛα, Λγ rP Tβγ rPβαy
`x rP Tβγ rPββΛβ , Λγ rP Tβγ rPββy
“ Op}∆X}2}∆S}q `Op}∆X}}∆S}qp}∆X}2 ` }∆S}2q `Op}∆X}2}∆S}2q `Op}∆X}}∆S}2q
“ Op}∆X}}∆S}qp}∆X} ` }∆S}q
or for all ∆X and ∆S sufficiently small and |α| “ 0,
x rXββ , rSββy “ x rP Tββ rPββΛβ,Λ1β rP Tββ rPββy ` x rP Tβγ rPββΛβ ,Λγ rP Tβγ rPββy “ Op}∆X}}∆S}2q.
This completes the proof of the proposition.
Now we shall focus on the convex polyhedral cone Q. Without loss of generality, let Y :“ Rm.
Let py¯, q¯q P RmˆRm satisfy q¯ P NQpy¯q. We denote the critical cone of Q at y¯ associated with q¯ and
the critical cone of Q˝ at q¯ associated with y¯ as
CQpy¯, q¯q :“ TQpy¯q X q¯K, CQ˝pq¯, y¯q :“ TQ˝pq¯q X y¯K.
It is easy to check the following relation:
pCQpy¯, q¯qq˝ “ CQ˝pq¯, y¯q. (49)
For subsequent discussions, we write the convex polyhedral cone CQpy¯, q¯q as
CQpy¯, q¯q “ ty P Rm | Qy ď 0u, (50)
where Q is some matrix in Rrˆm. Define a collection of index sets
IQ :“ ta Ď t1, 2, . . . , ru | D y P Rm satisfying Qiy “ 0, @ i P a and Qiy ă 0, @ i R au (51)
where Qi denotes the ith row of Q. Moreover, for each a P IQ, define a subspace La P Rm by
La :“ ty P Rm | Qiy “ 0, @ i P au. (52)
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Proposition 3.5. Let py¯, q¯q P Rm ˆ Rm satisfy q¯ P NQpy¯q and suppose that CQpy¯, q¯q has the form
(50). Then for any py, qq P Rm ˆ Rm satisfying q P NQpyq and is sufficiently close to py¯, q¯q, there
exists a P IQ such that
CQpy¯, q¯q X La Q py ´ y¯q K pq ´ q¯q P CQ˝pq¯, y¯q X LKa .
Proof. Note that for any pq, yq P Rm ˆ Rm, the relation q P NQpyq can be equivalently written as
y “ ΠQpy ` qq. Since Q is a convex polyhedral cone, by [13, Theorem 4.1.1] we know that for all
py, qq satisfying q P NQpyq and is sufficiently close to py¯, q¯q,
y “ ΠQpy ` qq “ ΠQpy¯ ` q¯q `Π1Qpy¯ ` q¯; y ´ y¯ ` q ´ q¯q “ y¯ `ΠCQpy¯,q¯q py ´ y¯ ` q ´ q¯q. (53)
It is also known from [13, Proposition 4.1.9] that ΠCQpy¯,q¯q “ tΠLa | a P IQu. Then for all py, qq
satisfying q P NQpyq sufficiently close to py¯, q¯q, there exists a P IQ such that
ΠCQpy¯,q¯qpy ´ y¯ ` q ´ q¯q “ ΠLapy ´ y¯ ` q ´ q¯q.
Thus, the equation (53) is equivalent to
CQpy¯, q¯q X La Q py ´ y¯q K pq ´ q¯q P pCQpy¯, q¯q X Laq˝,
which, together with (49), completes the proof of this proposition.
Suppose that the KKT solution set to problem (27) is non-empty. Consider an optimal solution
py¯, w¯, Sq to problem (27) and X PMψpy¯, w¯, Sq. Motivated by Propositions 3.4 and 3.5, in order to
state our main result on the metric subregularity of Tl, we define the following joint ‘critical cone’
associated with problem (27) and its constraints as
Cpy¯, w¯, S,Xq :“
$’’&’’%
pdy, dw, dS , dXq
P E
ˇˇˇ dy P CQpy¯, b´AXq, dS P CSn`pS,Xq, dX P CSn`pX,Sq,
´AdX P CQ˝pb´AX, y¯q, xdy,AdXy “ 0,
X
1{2
dSpS1{2q: ` pX1{2q:dXS1{2 “ 0
,//.//- .
(54)
Theorem 3.2. Let py¯, w¯, Sq be an optimal solution to problem (27) and X P Mψpy¯, w¯, Sq. Let
q¯ “ b´AX and CQpy¯, q¯q have the form (50). Define#
K :“ pCSn`pS,Xqq˚,
Ξ :“ tpdy, dw, dS , dXq P E | A˚dy `F˚dw ` dS “ 0, p∇h˚q1p´w¯; dwq ` FdX “ 0u .
Assume that the following three conditions hold:
(i) the sets FK and pA ´ IqpK, CQ˝pq¯, y¯q X LKa q are closed for all a P IQ, where IQ and La are
defined in (51) and (52);
(ii) xΠKpdXq,ΠKpdSqy “ 0 for any pdy, dw, dS , dXq P Cpy¯, w¯, S,XqXΞ, where the set Cpy¯, w¯, S,Xq is
defined in (54);
(iii) for problem (27), the second order sufficient condition (37) holds at py¯, w¯, Sq with respect to the
multiplier X.
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Then there exist a constant κ ą 0 and a neighborhood U of py¯, w¯, S,Xq such that for any pu, V q P E,
}py,w, Sq ´ py¯, w¯, Sq} ď κ}pu, V q}, @ py,w, S,Xq P T ´1l pu, V q X U . (55)
In addition, if ∇h˚p¨q is locally Lipschitz continuous at ´w¯ and there exists pX PMψpy¯, w¯, Sq such
that rank p pXq ` rank pSq “ n, then Tl is metrically subregular at py¯, w¯, S,Xq for the origin.
Proof. We shall first show that under the given conditions, there exist a constant κ ą 0 and a neigh-
borhood U of pz¯, Xq with z¯ :“ py¯, w¯, Sq such that (55) holds. Assume for the sake of contradiction
that there exist sequences tpyk, wk, Sk,Xkqu P E and tpuk
1
, uk
2
, Uk, V kqu P E with k ě 0 such that
uk :“ puk
1
, uk
2
, Ukq Ñ 0, V k Ñ 0, zk :“ pyk, wk, Skq Ñ z¯, Xk Ñ X with pzk,Xkq P T ´1l puk, V kq and
tk :“ }zk ´ z¯} ě ρk}puk, V kq}, for some 0 ă ρk Ñ 8.
By restricting to an appropriate subsequence if necessary, we may assume that pzk ´ z¯q{tk Ñ dz¯ for
some 0 ‰ dz¯ :“ pdy¯, dw¯, dSq P Z. It is easy to see from the KKT optimality condition (34) that for
all k ě 0,
0 “ A˚pyk ´ y¯q ` F˚pwk ´ w¯q ` pSk ´ Sq ` V k (56)
and for all k sufficiently large,
0 “ ∇h˚p´wkq ´ FXk ` uk2
“ ∇h˚p´w¯q ´ FX ` p∇h˚q1p´w¯;´wk ` w¯q ` rk ´ FpXk ´Xq ` uk
2
“ p∇h˚q1p´w¯;´wk ` w¯q ´ FpXk ´Xq ` rk ` uk2
(57)
with some rk PW and rk “ optkq as k Ñ8. Dividing both sides of the equation (56) by tk and then
taking limits, we obtain
A˚dy¯ ` F˚dw¯ ` dS “ 0. (58)
For the simplicity, we denote
Ω :“  X P Sn | rPα P βsTX rPα P βs “ 0(
and for all k ě 0, #
XkU :“ Xk ´ Uk, rXkU :“ P TXkUP , rSk :“ P TSkP ,
Hk :“ ΠΩ
`pXkU ´Xq{tk˘ , Gk :“ pXkU ´Xq{tk ´Hk P K. (59)
Using Proposition 3.4 and 0 P X ` BδSn`pSq, 0 P XkU ` BδSn`pSkq for all k ě 0, we deduce that for all
pXk, Skq sufficiently close to pX,Sq,$’’&’’%
rSkαα “ Op}Sk ´ S}}XkU ´X}q, rSkαβ “ Op}Sk ´ S}}XkU ´X}q,
p rXkU qβγ “ Op}Sk ´ S}}XkU ´X}q, p rXkU qγγ “ Op}Sk ´ S}}XkU ´X}q,rSkαγ “ ´Λ´1α p rXkU qαγΛγ `Op}Sk ´ S}}XkU ´X}q,
which, together with the fact that rSkββ P S|β|` , yields
dS P CSn`pS,Xq, H1 :“ limkÑ8H
k “ P T
¨˚
˚˝ 0 0 ´Λαpd˜SqαγΛ
´1
γ
0 0 0´
´Λαpd˜SqαγΛ
´1
γ
¯T
0 0
‹˛‹‚P , (60)
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where d˜S :“ P
T
dSP . From Proposition 3.5 and b´AX P NQpy¯q, uk1 ` b´AXk P NQpykq for each
k, we may assume, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, that there exists a P IQ such that for
all k ě 0,
CQpy¯, b´AXq X La Q pyk ´ y¯q K puk1 ´AXk `AXq P CQ˝pb´AX, y¯q X LKa .
This further implies that
CQpy¯, b´AXq X La Q dy¯ K ppuk1 ´AUkq{tk ´ApHk `Gkqq P CQ˝pb´AX, y¯q X LKa . (61)
In view of (57), (61) and the definitions of Hk and Gk in (59), it follows that for k sufficiently large,$’&’%
puk1 ´AUkq{tk ´AHk “ AGk `
`puk1 ´AUkq{tk ´ApHk `Gkq˘
P pA IqpK, CQ˝pb´AX, y¯q X LKa q,
p∇h˚q1 `´w¯;´pwk ´ w¯q{tk˘´ FHk ´ pFUk ´ rk ´ uk2q{tk “ FGk P FK.
Since pA IqpK, CQ˝pb´AX, y¯qXLKa q and FK are assumed to be closed and that (60) holds, there
exist q P CQ˝pb´AX, y¯q X LKa and H2 P K such that
´AH1 “ AH2 ` q, ´p∇h˚q1p´w¯; dw¯q ´ FH1 “ FH2. (62)
Let dX :“ H1`H2. Then we can obtain from (58) and (60)-(62) that pdy¯, dw¯, dS , dXq P Cpy¯, w¯, S,XqX
Ξ. Furthermore, by using condition (ii) in this theorem, we have that 0 ‰ pdy¯, dw¯, dSq P Cψpy¯, w¯, Sq
and
xdw¯, p∇h˚q1p´w¯; dw¯qy ` 2ΥSpX, dSq
“ xdw¯,´FdXy ` 2xX, dSS
:
dSy “ xA˚dy¯ ` dS , dXy ` xΛα , pd˜SqαγΛ
´1
γ pd˜SqTαγy
“ xdS , dXy ´ 2xpd˜Sqαγ , pd˜Xqαγy “ xpd˜Sqββ, pd˜X qββy “ xΠKpdSq,ΠKpdXqy “ 0,
which contradicts the assumed second order sufficient condition (37) at pdy¯, dw¯, dSq for X . This
contradiction shows that there exist a constant κ ą 0 and a neighborhood U of py¯, w¯, S,Xq such that
(55) holds.
Next we shall show that if there exists pX P T ´1φ p0q such that rank p pXq ` rank pSq “ n, then
Tl is metrically subregular at pz¯, Xq for the origin, or in view of Definition 2.1, equivalently to
show that there exist a constant κ1 ą 0 and a neighborhood U 1 of py¯, w¯, S,Xq such that for any
pu, V q :“ pu1, u2, U, V q P E,
distppy,w, S,Xq,T ´1l p0qq ď κ1}pu, V q}, @ py,w, S,Xq P T ´1l pu, V q X U 1. (63)
Denote
∆1 :“ tX P Sn | b´AX P NQpy¯qu, ∆2 :“ tX P Sn | FX ´∇h˚p´w¯q “ 0u,
∆3 :“ tX P Sn | X P NSn´p´Squ.
Then one has T ´1φ p0q “ ∆1X∆2X∆3 and pX P ∆1X∆2X ri p∆3q. Thus, we obtain from Proposition
2.3 that there exists a constant κ1 ą 0 such that for any py,w, S,Xq P U ,
distpX,T ´1φ p0qq ď κ1
`
distpX,∆1q ` distpX,∆2q ` distpX,∆3q
˘
. (64)
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Consider an arbitrary but fixed point py,w, S,Xq P T ´1l pu, V q X U . From Proposition 2.2, Lemma
3.2 and the fact that u1` b´AX P NQpyq, we see that there exist constants κ2 ą 0 and κ12 ą 0 such
that
distpX,∆1q ď κ2distpb´AX,NQpy¯qq
ď κ2p}b´AX ´ pu1 ` b´AXq} ` distpu1 ` b´AX,NQpy¯qqq
ď κ1
2
p}u1} ` distpy¯,N´1Q pu1 ` b´AXqqq ď κ12p}u1} ` }y ´ y¯}q,
(65)
where the second inequality comes from the global Lipschitz continuity of distp¨,NQpy¯qq with modulus
1. Using Hoffman’s error bound [16] and the assumption on the local Lipschitz continuity of ∇h˚ at
´w¯, shrinking U if necessary, there exist constants κ3 ą 0 and κ13 ą 0 such that
distpX,∆2q ď κ3}FX ´∇h˚p´w¯q}
ď κ3p}FX ´∇h˚p´wq} ` }∇h˚p´wq ´ h˚p´w¯q}q
ď κ13p}u2} ` }w ´ w¯}q.
(66)
Since BδSn`p¨q “ NSn`p¨q has been proven to be metrically subregular at X for ´S in Proposition 3.3
and ´S P NSn`pX ´ Uq, we obtain, by shrinking U if necessary, that there exists a constant κ4 ą 0
such that
distpX,∆3q ď }X ´ pX ´ Uq} ` distpX ´ U,NSn´p´Sqq
ď }U} ` κ4 distp´S,NSn`pX ´ Uqq ď maxt1, κ4up}U} ` }S ´ S}q.
(67)
Therefore, combining the inequality (55) and the inequalities (64)-(67) and, we show that there exists
a constant κ1 along with a neighborhood U 1 such that (63) holds. This completes the proof of this
proposition.
Below, we make some comments on Theorem 3.2.
Remark 3.1. As one can see, the proof of Theorem 3.2 is complicated due to the non-polyhedral
nature of the positive semidefinite cone. Here, we have adopted some ideas from the nonlinear
programming literature [9, 19, 17] on the proof of the metric subregularity of Tl to our context. It
is easy to verify via Theorem 3.2 that for Example 1, the operator Tl is metrically subregular at any
py¯, S,Xq P T ´1l p0q with X11 ą 0 for the origin. The failure of the metric subregularity of Tl at
py¯, S,X 1q with X 111 “ 0 for the origin is due to the violation of the second order sufficient condition
at py¯, Sq for X 1.
The assumed condition (i) in Theorem 3.2 holds automatically if |β| “ 0 or |β| “ 1, in which case
the set K is a polyhedral cone. The polyhedral cones and positive semidefinite cones are “nice cones”
in the terminology of Pataki [29, Definition 1], where the author also characterized the closedness
of these cones under linear transformations [29, Theorem 1.1]. It is also clear that if py¯, w¯, S,Xq
satisfies the partial strict complementarity, i.e., |β| “ 0, then condition (ii) in Theorem 3.2 holds
automatically. One weaker sufficient condition than this partial strict complementarity to ensure
the validity of condition (ii) is that either ΠKpdSq “ 0 or ΠKpdXq “ 0 for any pdy, dw, dS , dXq P
Cpy¯, w¯, S,Xq X Ξ.
To illustrate the metric subregularity results proved in Theorem 3.2, we provide the following
example, which is first considered in [7] for different purposes.
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Example 2. Consider the following convex quadratic SDP problem:
min
!1
2
pxI2,Xy ´ 1q2 ` δS2`pXq | xA,Xy ď 1
)
, (68)
whose dual (in its equivalent minimization form) can be written as
min
!
δR`pyq ´ y `
1
2
w2 ` w ` δS2`pSq | yA` wI2 ` S “ 0
)
, (69)
where A “
ˆ
1 ´2
´2 1
˙
. Problem (69) has a unique solution py¯, w¯, Sq “ p0, 0, 02q. The critical
cone of problem (69) at py¯, w¯, Sq is given by Cψpy¯, w¯, Sq “ t0u. Thus, both conditions (ii) and (iii)
imposed in Theorem 3.2 hold. Note that the solution set to problem (68) is given by
T ´1φ p0q “
 
X P S2` | xA,Xy ď 1, xI2,Xy “ 1
(
.
Since |β| ď 1 for all X P T ´1φ p0q, we see that condition (i) also holds. Therefore, by Theorem 3.2
we know that Tl is metrically subregular at any py¯, w¯, S,Xq P T ´1l p0q for the origin, even though the
partial strict complementarity condition fails at X “
ˆ
1
0
˙
or X “
ˆ
0
1
˙
.
4 Asymptotic superlinear convergence of the ALM with multiple
solutions
In this section, we study the asymptotic superlinear convergence of the ALM for solving problem
(27). First, we need to state the PPA considered by Rockafellar [34]. Let T : X Ñ X be a maximal
monotone operator. Consider the following inclusion problem:
0 P T pξq, @ ξ P X.
Given a sequence of scalars ck Ò c8 ď 8 and a starting point ξ0 P X, the pk ` 1q-th iteration of the
PPA takes the form of
ξk`1 « pI ` ckT q´1pξkq, @ k ě 0. (70)
For each k ě 0, denote
ek`1 :“ pI ` ckT q´1pξkq ´ ξk`1.
In one of his seminal works [34], Rockafellar suggested the following criteria for computing ξk`1
approximately:
pAq }ek`1} ď εk, εk ě 0,
ř8
k“1 εk ă 8,
pBq }ek`1} ď ηk}ξk`1 ´ ξk}, ηk ě 0,
ř8
k“1 ηk ă 8.
The next theorem concerning the convergence of the PPA essentially comes from Rockafellar [34]
with an important extension made by Luque [24] on the rate of convergence without assuming the
uniqueness of the solutions. For our later developments, here we make a further extension by relaxing
Luque’s condition [24, (2.1)], which can be too restrictive in our context, in particular when the
optimal solution set to problem (26) is unbounded. Note that for the case ek ” 0 for all k ě 0, this
relaxation has also been discussed by Leventhal [20].
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Theorem 4.1. Assume that T ´1p0q ‰ H. Let tξku be an infinite sequence generated by the PPA
(70) with stopping criterion pAq. Then the following statements hold.
(a) For any ξ¯ P T ´1p0q, it holds that
}ξk`1 ` ek`1 ´ ξ¯}2 ď }ξk ´ ξ¯}2 ´ }ξk`1 ` ek`1 ´ ξk}2, @ k ě 0. (71)
(b) The whole sequence tξku converges to some ξ8 P T ´1p0q. Assume that T is metrically subregular
at ξ8 for the origin with modulus κ ě 0. If in the PPA, the criterion (B) is also employed, then
there exists k¯ ě 0 such that for all k ě k¯, ηk ă 1 and
dist pξk`1,T ´1p0qq ď θkdist pξk,T ´1p0qq, (72)
where
1 ą θk “ pκ{
b
κ2 ` c2k ` 2ηkqp1´ ηkq´1 Ñ θ8 “ κ{
a
κ2 ` c28 pθ8 “ 0 if c8 “ 8q.
Proof. The inequality (71) in part (a) follows directly from [34, (2.11)]. Note that by Definition 2.1,
the metric subregularity of T at ξ8 for the origin with modulus κ ě 0 is equivalent to the existence
of a neighborhood U of ξ8 such that for all w P X,
distpξ,T ´1p0qq ď κ}w}, @ ξ P T ´1pwq X U . (73)
Thus, to prove (72) in part (b), one can use a similar proof as in [24, Theorem 2.1] except for
replacing condition (2.1) in [24] by condition (73) with some neighborhood U of ξ8. For brevity, we
omit the details here.
Denote D :“ QˆWˆ Sn`. For convenience, we rewrite problems (26) and (27) in the following
equivalent forms, respectively:
max ´hpFXq ´ xC,Xy
s.t. b´AX P Q˝, X P Sn`
(74)
and
min ϑpzq :“ ´xb, yy ` h˚p´wq
s.t. A˚y ` F˚w ` S “ C, z P D. (75)
Let inf ϑ be the optimal value of ϑ for problem (75). The Lagrangian function l for problem (75)
now takes the form of
lpz,Xq :“ ´xb, yy ` h˚p´wq ` xX,A˚y ` F˚w ` S ´Cy, @ pz,Xq P Dˆ Sn.
The functions ψ and φ defined in (14) can be rewritten as
ψpzq :“ sup
XPSn
lpz,Xq, @ z P D, φpXq :“ inf
zPD
lpz,Xq, @X P Sn
while the mappings Tl, Tφ and Tψ in (15) and (16) can be reformulated as
Tlpz,Xq :“
 pu, vq P Zˆ Sn | pu,´vq P Blpz,Xq(, @ pz,Xq P Dˆ Sn,
Tψpzq :“ Bψpzq, @ z P D, TφpXq :“ ´BφpXq, @X P Sn.
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Let c ą 0 be a positive parameter. For any X P Sn, the augmented Lagrangian function associated
with problem (75) is given by
Lcpz,Xq :“ lpz,Xq ` c
2
}A˚y ` F˚w ` S ´ C}2, @ z P D.
Given a sequence of scalars ck Ò c8 ď 8 and a starting point X0 P Sn`, for k ě 0, the pk ` 1q-th
iteration of the ALM is given by#
zk`1 « argmintζkpzq :“ Lckpz,Xkq | z P Du,
Xk`1 “ Xk ` ckpA˚yk`1 ` F˚wk`1 ` Sk`1 ´ Cq.
(76)
It is easy to check that if z˜ P argmintζkpzq | z P Du, then we must have rS “ ΠSn`pC ´A˚y˜ ´F˚w˜´
c´1k X
kq. This motivates us to define for any k ě 0,
Skpy,wq :“ ΠSn`pC ´A˚y ´ F˚w ´ c´1k Xkq, @ py,wq P QˆW. (77)
Thus, for k ě 0, the pk`1q-th iteration of the ALM in (76) can be computed in the following manner$’’’&’’’%
pyk`1, wk`1q « argmintζkpy,w,Skpy,wqq | y P Q, w PWu,
Sk`1 “ Skpyk`1, wk`1q,
Xk`1 “ Xk ` ckpA˚yk`1 ` F˚wk`1 ` Sk`1 ´ Cq
“ ΠSn`pXk ` ckpA˚yk`1 ` F˚wk`1 ´ Cqq.
(78)
In accordance with Rockafellar’s work in [33], we shall terminate the subproblem for solving zk`1 in
(76) by the following three criteria:
pA1q ζkpzk`1q ´ inf ζk ď ε2k{2ck, εk ě 0,
ř8
k“0 εk ă 8,
pB1q ζkpzk`1q ´ inf ζk ď pη2k{2ckq}Xk`1 ´Xk}2, ηk ě 0,
ř8
k“0 ηk ă 8,
pB2q dist p0, Bζkpzk`1qq ď pη1k{ckq}Xk`1 ´Xk}, 0 ď η1k Ñ 0.
A notable result of Rockafellar [33] shows that the ALM in (76) for solving the dual problem
(27) with criteria pA1q and pB1q can be viewed as the PPA applied to Tφ “ Bφ as in (70) with
stopping criteria pAq and pBq. This will help us to obtain the global convergence and the asymptotic
superlinear convergence rates of the ALM for solving problem (27). But first, we need the following
simple property.
Proposition 4.1. Let tpzk,Xkqu be a sequence generated by the ALM (76) under criterion pB1q.
Then for all k ě 0 such that ηk ă 1, it holds that
}Xk`1 ´Xk} ď p1´ ηkq´1distpXk,T ´1φ p0qq.
Proof. By using Theorem 4.1 (a) and criterion pB1q, we get for all k ě 0 that
}Xk`1 ´Xk} ď }Xk`1 ` ek`1 ´Xk} ` }ek`1}
ď distpXk,T ´1φ p0qq ` p2ckpζkpzk`1q ´ inf ζkqq1{2
ď distpXk,T ´1φ p0qq ` ηk}Xk`1 ´Xk},
where the second term in the second inequality comes from [33, Proposition 6]. Thus, the conclusion
of this proposition holds.
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Theorem 4.2. Assume that the optimal solution set T ´1φ p0q to problem (26) is non-empty. Let
tpzk,Xkqu be an infinite sequence generated by the ALM in (78) with stopping criterion pA1q. Then,
the whole sequence tXku is bounded and converges to some X8 P T ´1φ p0q, and the sequence tzku
satisfies for all k ě 0, zk P D and
}A˚yk`1 `F˚wk`1 ` Sk`1 ´C} “ c´1k }Xk`1 ´Xk} Ñ 0, (79)
ϑpzk`1q ´ inf ϑ ď ζkpzk`1q ´ inf ζk ` p1{2ckqp}Xk}2 ´ }Xk`1}2q. (80)
Moreover, if problem (27) admits a non-empty and bounded solution set, then the sequence tzku is
also bounded, and all of its accumulation points are optimal solutions to problem (27).
Regarding the convergence rates of the ALM, we have the following results.
(a) If Tφ is metrically subregular at X
8 for the origin with modulus κφ ą 0, then under criterion
pB1q: there exists k¯ ě 0 such that for all k ě k¯, ηk ă 1 and
dist pXk`1,T ´1φ p0qq ď θk dist pXk,T ´1φ p0qq, (81)
}A˚yk`1 `F˚wk`1 ` Sk`1 ´C} ď τk distpXk,T ´1φ p0qq, (82)
ϑpzk`1q ´ inf ϑ ď τ 1k distpXk,T ´1φ p0qq, (83)
where
1 ą θk “
´
κφ{
b
κ2φ ` c2k ` 2ηk
¯
p1´ ηkq´1 Ñ θ8 “ κφ{
b
κ2φ ` c28 pθ8 “ 0 if c8 “ 8q,
τk “ c´1k p1´ ηkq´1 Ñ τ8 “ 1{c8 pτ8 “ 0 if c8 “ 8q,
τ 1k “ τk
`
η2k}Xk`1 ´Xk} ` }Xk`1} ` }Xk}
˘ {2Ñ τ 18 “ }X8}{c8 pτ 18 “ 0 if c8 “ 8q.
(b) If in addition to pB1q and the metric subregularity of Tφ at X8 for the origin, one has pB2q,
T ´1ψ p0q is non-empty and bounded and the following condition on Tl: there exist two constants κl ě 0
and ǫ ą 0 such that for any pz,Xq P Zˆ Sn satisfying distppz,Xq,T ´1ψ p0q ˆ tX8uq ď ǫ,
distppz,Xq,T ´1l p0qq ď κl distp0,Tlpz,Xqq. (84)
Then there exists k˜ ě 0 such that for all k ě k˜, ηk ă 1 and
distpzk`1,T ´1ψ p0qq ď θ1kdistpXk,T ´1φ p0qq, (85)
where
θ1k “ κlc´1k p1` η1kqp1´ η1kq´1 Ñ θ18 “ κl{c8 pθ18 “ 0 if c8 “ 8q.
Proof. The convergence on the sequences tXku and tzku follows from [33, Theorem 4]. The inequal-
ity (79) can be obtained by the definition of Xk`1 in (78) and the convergence of tXku. By noticing
of ϑpzk`1q ´ ζkpzk`1q “ p1{2ckqp}Xk}2´}Xk`1}2q and inf ζk ď inf ϑ [33, (4.16)–(4.17)], we get (80).
Next, we prove the results on the convergence rates.
(a) The inequality (81) follows from Theorem 4.1 (b) directly. By combining (80), (79), (81), Propo-
sition 4.1 and criterion pB1q, we can obtain the inequalities (82) and (83).
(b) Since T ´1ψ p0q is assumed to be non-empty and bounded, we know that the sequence tzku is
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bounded and distpzk,T ´1ψ p0qq Ñ 0. Thus there exists k˜ ě 0 such that for all k ě k˜, ηk ă 1 and
distppzk`1,Xk`1q,T ´1ψ p0q ˆ tX8uq ď ǫ. By using condition (84), we have for all k ě k˜,
distpzk`1,T ´1ψ p0qq ď distppzk`1,Xk`1q,T ´1l p0qq
ď κl distp0,Tlpzk`1,Xk`1qq
ď κl pdist2p0, Bζkpzk`1qq ` c´2k }Xk`1 ´Xk}2q1{2
ď κlp1` η1kqc´1k }Xk`1 ´Xk}
ď κlp1` η1kqc´1k p1´ ηkq´1distpXk,T ´1φ p0qq,
where the third inequality comes from [33, (4.21)], the forth inequality is due to criterion pB2q and
the last inequality follows from Proposition 4.1. Thus for k ě k˜, the inequality (85) holds.
Remark 4.1. In Theorem 4.2, under the metric subregularity of Tφ at X
8 for the origin, the sequence
tXku is proved to converge Q-(super)linearly to the optimal solution set T ´1φ p0q to problem (26), while
the feasibility and the objective function value of problem (75) converge at least R-(super)linearly.
For the asymptotic R-superlinear convergence of the iteration sequence tzku itself, one has to impose
a stronger condition on Tl as in part (b). In numerical computations one does not need ck to converge
to `8, instead one can just progressively choose ck to be large enough, such as ck « κφ, to achieve
fast linear convergence. Of course one does not know κφ in practice, and hence the adjustment of ck
to achieve fast linear convergence is always an important issue in the practical implementation of the
ALM. The metric subregularity of Tφ at X
8 for the origin is satisfied in one of the two situations
in Corollary 3.1. Another situation for ensuring Tφ to be metrically subregular at X
8 for the origin
is when the function h is twice continuously differentiable and the “no-gap” second order sufficient
condition holds at X8 [5, Theorem 3.137]. Thus, we can see that the metric subregularity of Tφ at
X8 for the origin is quite mild. However, the metric subregularity of Tl can be more restrictive (refer
to Remark 3.1).
4.1 On the implementable stopping criteria for solving the ALM subproblems
In this subsection, we shall study the implementation issues for applying the ALM to solve problem
(75). While it is relatively easy to implement criterion pB2q [33, (4.6)], it can be a challenging task
to execute criteria pA1q and pB1q since the value inf ζk is not available. In the following, we shall
take the least squares SDP problem with equality constraints, i.e., hpwq “ 1
2
}w´ d}2 for any w P W
with given d P W and Q “ Y in problem (74), as an example to illustrate how to implement criteria
pA1q and pB1q. Denote X :“ tX P Sn` | AX ´ b “ 0u as the feasible set to problem (74) in this case.
Here, we always assume that there exists a strictly feasible point pX P X such that
A pX ´ b “ 0, pX ą 0. (86)
Denote σminpAq as the smallest positive singular value of A and define
µ¯ :“ σ´1
min
pAqmax
!
λ´1
min
p pXq, 1` λ´1
min
p pXq} pX}) . (87)
The following proposition provides an upper bound for the distance of an X P Sn` to the set X .
Proposition 4.2. Let X P Sn` be given. Then
}X ´ΠX pXq} ď σ´1minpAq
`
1` λ´1
min
p pXq}X ´ pX}˘}b´AX} ď µ¯p1` }X}q}b´AX}.
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Proof. Denote
u :“ AX ´ b, ∆X :“ ´A˚pAA˚q:u, qX :“ X `∆X.
Since b, u P Range pAq, it holds that
A qX “ AX `A∆X “ b` u´AA˚pAA˚q:u “ b, }∆X} ď σ´1
min
pAq}u}.
Define
τ :“ }u}}u} ` σminpAqλminp pXq , X 1 :“ p1´ τq qX ` τ pX.
Obviously τ P r0, 1s and X 1 P X . Therefore, we obtain that
}X ´ΠX pXq} ď }X ´X 1} ď }∆X} ` τ}X ´ pX} ď σ´1minpAqp1` λ´1minp pXq}X ´ pX}q}u}
ď σ´1
min
pAqp1` λ´1
min
p pXq} pX} ` λ´1
min
p pXq}X}q}u}
ď σ´1
min
pAqmax
!
λ´1
min
p pXq, 1` λ´1
min
p pXq} pX}) p1` }X}q}u},
which completes the proof of this proposition.
For any k ě 0, denote fkpXq :“ ´hpFXq ´ xC,Xy ´ }X ´Xk}2{2ck for X P Sn.
Proposition 4.3. Assume that A : Sn Ñ Y is surjective and that condition (86) is satisfied. Let
µ¯ be given by (87) and ν¯ be any positive constant. Suppose that for some k ě 0, εk ą 0, ηk ą 0
and Xk P Sn` is not an optimal solution to problem (74). Let tzk,jujě0 be any sequence such that
ζkpzk,jq Ñ inf ζk with pyk,j, wk,jq P YˆW and Sk,j “ Skpyk,j, wk,jq, where Skp¨q is defined as in (77).
For any j ě 0, let
Xk,j :“ ΠSn`pXk ` ckpA˚yk,j ` F˚wk,j ´ Cqq,
uj :“ AXk,j ´ b, tj :“ ν¯´1min
 
ε2k{2ck, pη2k{2ckq}Xk,j ´Xk}2
(
.
Then there exists j¯ ě 0 such that for any j ě j¯,
ζkpzk,jq ´ fkpXk,jq ď tj, p1` }Xk,j}q}uk,j} ď min
!
1,
?
ck,
a
tj{}∇fkpXk,jq}
)a
tj . (88)
Consequently, for all j ě j¯,
ζkpzk,jq ´ inf ζk ď
ˆ
1` µ¯` 1
2
λmaxpF˚Fqµ¯2 ` 1
2
µ¯2
˙
tj .
Proof. Since fkp¨q is strongly concave, ζkpzk,jq Ñ inf ζk and condition (86) is satisfied with A being
surjective, we know from [32, Theorems 17 & 18] that the two sequences tzk,ju and tXk,ju are
bounded, and tXk,ju converges to some point Xk,8 P X such that fkpXk,8q “ inf ζk. One can easily
prove that Xk,8 ‰ Xk, because otherwise Xk and any accumulation point of tzk,ju forms a KKT
solution point to problems (74) and (75), which would contradict our assumption that Xk is not an
optimal solution to problem (74). Thus, for all j sufficiently large, tj is bounded away from 0. Then,
there exists j¯ ě 0 such that for all j ě j¯, the two inequalities in (88) hold.
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By using Proposition 4.2 and (88), we get for all j ě j¯ that
ζkpzk,jq ´ inf ζk
ď ζkpzk,jq ´ fkpΠX pXk,jqq “ pζkpzk,jq ´ fkpXk,jqq ` pfkpXk,jq ´ fkpΠX pXk,jqqq
ď tj ´ x∇fkpXk,jq,ΠX pXk,jq ´Xk,jy ` 12xΠX pXk,jq ´Xk,j, pF˚F ` c´1k IqpΠX pXk,jq ´Xk,jqy
ď tj ` µ¯}∇fkpXk,jq}p1` }Xk,j}q}uk,j} ` 12pλmaxpF˚Fq ` c´1k qµ¯2p1` }Xk,j}q2}uk,j}2
ď tj ` µ¯tj ` 12λmaxpF˚Fqµ¯2tj ` 12 µ¯2tj.
This completes the proof of the proposition.
Proposition 4.3 says that if A is surjective and condition (86) is satisfied, we can use the following
criteria to replace pA1q and pB1q with some ν¯ ą 0:
p rA1q # ζkpzk`1q ´ fkpXk`1q ď ν¯´1ε2k{2ck,p1` }Xk`1}q}uk`1} ď min  1,?ck,atk,1{}∇fkpXk`1q}(atk,1 , εk ě 0,
8ÿ
k“0
εk ă 8,
p rB1q # ζkpzk`1q ´ fkpXk`1q ď ν¯´1pη2k{2ckq}Xk`1 ´Xk}2,p1` }Xk`1}q}uk`1} ď min  1,?ck,atk,2{}∇fkpXk`1q}(atk,2 , ηk ě 0,
8ÿ
k“0
ηk ă 8,
where tk,1 :“ ν¯´1ε2k{2ck, tk,2 :“ ν¯´1pη2k{2ckq}Xk`1 ´ Xk}2 and uk`1 :“ AXk`1 ´ b. By taking
ν¯ “ 1 ` µ¯ ` 1
2
λmaxpF˚Fqµ¯2 ` 12 µ¯2, we see that criteria pA1q and pB1q are satisfied as long as both
p rA1q and p rB1q are true. Actually, by taking ν¯ to be any positive constant satisfying p rA1q and p rB1q, we
obtain a sequence tpzk,Xkqu that achieves pA1q and pB1q with tεku and tηku being replaced by t
?
ν¯εku
and t?ν¯ηku, respectively. All the results in Theorem 4.2 are valid with these two new sequences
t?ν¯εku and t
?
ν¯ηku. As far as we know, these implementable criteria of the ALM are new.
Note that while the assumption on the existence of pX in (86) is crucial to our analysis in
Proposition 4.3, the assumption on the surjectivity of the linear operator A : Sn Ñ Y is not essential
as we can always redefine Y “ Range pAq, to make A to be surjective from Sn to Y. Additionally, it
is not difficult to extend the results in Proposition 4.3 to the case that the constraint set X in (74)
is replaced by tX P Sn` | A1X “ b1, b2 ´ A2X P Q1u for some convex polyhedral cone Q1, if one
assumes the existence of pX ą 0 such that A1 pX “ b1 and b2 ´A2 pX P int pQ1q.
5 Concluding discussions
In this paper, we have established asymptotic superlinear convergence results of the ALM for solving
SDP problems with multiple solutions. These results can be used to explain the success of the
solvers SDPNAL, SDPNAL+ and QSDPNAL for solving linear and convex quadratic SDP problems.
There are several important issues that are worth further investigations. For example, it would be
interesting to study whether our results can be extended to other optimization problems with non-
polyhedral constraints besides SDP problems. Another important line of research is to further
characterize the metric subregularity of Tφ other than the ones stated in Corollary 3.1 or the “no-
gap” second order sufficient condition. We also believe that it is worth the effort to investigate the
metric subregularity of Tl under weaker conditions than the ones given in Theorem 3.2. Last but not
least, one may ask how much the obtained results can help in finding ways to improve the efficiency
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of the existing solvers for solving SDP problems, or even better, to obtain new and more efficient
solvers for solving general large scale convex optimization problems.
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